Reconstructing a 3D model ofa human face from a video sequence is an important problem in computer vision, with applications to recognition, surveillance, multimedia etc. However, the quality of 3D reconsttllctions using structure from motion (SfM) algorithms is often not satisfactory. One common method of overcoming this problem is to use a generic model of a face. Existing work using this approach initializes the reconstruction algorithm with this generic model. The problem with this approach is that the algorithm can converge to a solution very close to this initial value, resulting in a reconstruction which resembles the generic model rather than the particular face in the video which needs to be modeled. In this paper, we propose a method of 3D reconstruction of a human face from video in which the 3D reconstruction algorithm and the generic model are handled separately. A 3D estimate is obtained purely from the video sequence using SfM algorithms without use of the generic model. The final 3D model is obtained after combining the S M estimate and the generic model using an energy function that corrects for the errors in the estimate by comparing local regions in the two models. The optimization is done using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling stratem. this problem has immense potential for applications in face recognition, surveillance, multimedia etc.
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A few algorithms exist which attempt to solve this problem using a generic model of a face [3,41. Their typical approach is to initialize the reconstruction algorithm with this generic model. The problem with this approach is that the algorithm can converge to a solution very close to this initial value, resulting in a reconstruction which resembles the generic model rather than the particular face in the video which needs to he modeled. This method might give very good results when the generic model has significant similarities with the particular face being reconstructed. However, if the features of the generic model are very different from those being reconstructed, the solution from this approach may he highly erroneous.
We propose an altemative way of reconsuucting a 3D model of a face. Our method also incorporates a generic model; however, we do so afrer obtaining the estimate from the SfM algorithm. The SfM algorithm reconstructs purely from the video data.
Reconstructing 3D models from video sequences is an imponant problem in computer vision with applications to recognition, medical imaging, video communications etc. Though numerous algorithms exist which can reconstruct a 3D scene from two or more images using SlNClUIe from motion ( S M ) [I] , the quality of such reconstructions is often poor. The main reason for this is the poor quality of the input images and a lack of robustness in the reconstruction algorithms to deal with it [Z] . One particularly interesting application of 3D reconstruction from 2D images is in the area of modeling a human face from video. The successful solution of Since we want to retain the specific features of the face we are trying to model, our error correction strategy works by comparing local regions in the two models and smoothing those parts of the 3D estimate where the trend of the depth values is significantly different from that in the generic model, e.g. a sudden peak on the forehead will be detected as an outlier after the comparison and smoothed. This is where our work is significantly different from previous ones [3, 41, since we do not intend to fuse the depth in the two models hut correct the errors based on the local trends.
Towards this goal, we introduce a line process on the depth values. Increase k to k + 1.
Model Registration
The optimization procedure described above requires a one-to-one mapping of the vertices I d s i } and {dgi}. Once we obtain the estimate from the SfM algorithm, a set of corresponding points between this estimate and the generic mesh is identified manually (as in [3, 41) . This is then used to obtain a registration between the two models. Thereafter, using proper interpolation techniques (standard MATLAB functions), the depth values of the S t M estimate are generated corresponding to the (I, y) coordinates of the vertices of the triangles in the generic model. By this method, we obtain the meshes with the same set of N vertices, i.e. the same triangulation. Figure (I) represents in a block diagram the 3D modeling algorithm, whose main steps are as follows.
Algorithm
1. Obtain the 3D estimate from the given video sequence using any standard SfM algorithm. 
5.
Map the texture onto f from the video sequence. Figure 2 depicts two images from the video sequence which is the input to the SfM algorithm. We use a two frame algorithm that computes the structure from the optical flow 1131 using two consecutive frames and then integrate over the video sequence using robust estimation techniques [14] . The output of the multi-frame SfM (MFSfM) algorithmis shown in Figure S(b) , where the model is represented using a triangular mesh. The model shown is obtained after the registration process explained in Section 2.' The 3D reconstruction from the SfM algorithm using 30 frames and after texture mapping is shown in Figure 3(b) . The decrease in the distortion in the 3D estimate with increasing number of images [ 141 is shown in Figure 3(a) . Figure 5 (a) represents the generic model, on the basis of which the line processes were calculated. In Figure 4 the vertices of the generic mesh that indicate the boundaries between regions with sharp changes in depth are marked with black 'x's. For these vertices, 1, = 1 (in (I)). The local directional derivatives were calculated at each of the vertices of the generic mesh. The vertices at which there was a sharp change in the magnitude of the depth were selected to indicate that they belong to a line process. Thus, the line processes form the boundaries between regions having different depth values and divide the set of vertices into different equivalence classes.
3D MODELING RESULTS

StM Algorithm
The Line Process and Neighborhood Set
For each vertex. we need to identify a neighborhood set of vertices for the optimization function in (1). The vertices which are within a certain radial distance are identified as belonging to the neighborhood set of the central vertex. However, if a line process is encountered within this region, only those vertices which are in the same equivalence class as the central one are retained in the neighborhood. Since the entire process of determining the line processes and neighborhood seu is done on the generic mesh, it need not be done separately for each 3D model.
The Optimization Pmcednre
The combinatorial optimization function in ( I ) was implemented using the simulated annealing procedure based on a MetropolisHastings sampler. At each temperature we carried out 100 iterations and this was repeated for a decreasing sequence of 20 temperatures. Although this is much below the optimal annealing schedule suggested by Geman and Geman [6] (whereby the temperature Tk should decrease sufficiently slowly as U(log(C:=, N,)-', N, being the total number of iterations at temperature T;), it does give a satisfactory result for our face modeling example. We used a value of p = 0.7 in (1). The final smoothed model is shown in Figure S (c).
'The ear region is stitched on from the generic model inarder to provide an easier comparison between the different models.
Texture Mapping
Next, we need to map the texture onto the smoothed model in Figure s (~) .
Direct mapping of the texture from the video sequence is not possible since the large size of the triangles smears the texture over its entire surface. In order to overcome this problem, we split each of the triangles into smaller ones. This is done only at the final texture mapping stage. The initial number of triangles is enough to obtain a good estimate of the depth values, hut not to obtain a good texture mapping. This splitting at the final stage helps us save a lot of computation time, since the depth at the vertices of the smaller triangles is obtained by interpolation, not by the optimization procedure. The fine mesh onto which the texture is mapped is shown in Figure 5(d) . Different views of the 3D model after the texture mapping are shown in Figure 6 .
The main limitation of this work is our inability to compare against other methods. The reason for that is the difficulty of ohmining 3D ground truth and the implementation of other proposed algorithms. Hence we have no other option but to rely on our visual judgement for evaluating the quality of the reconstruction. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented a novel method of 3D modeling of a face from a video sequence using an SfM algorithm and a generic face model. In previous approaches, the generic model was used to initialize the SfM algorithm. The problem with this approach was that the final solution often converged very close to the initial value, resulting in a reconstruction which had the characteristics of the generic model rather than those of the particular face in the video which needs to be modeled. The main contribution of our work lies in the fact we incorporated the generic model afer the SfM algorithm, which obtains the 3D estimate purely from the input video sequence. Also, instead of combining the depth values of the two models, we used an optimization framework whereby the local rrends in the 3D structure between the two models are compared and errors in the specific model are corrected for. In order to combine the generic model with this 3D estimate. we used an energy function minimization procedure. The optimization was done in a MCMC framework using a Metropolis-Hastings sampling strategy. The results of our method at different stages of the algorithm were presented. 
